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Abstract
 
The relationships between traditional Aboriginal land owners and other Park
users in Kakadu National Park in the Northern Territory are characterised by
competing agendas and competing ideas about appropriate ways of relating to
the environment. Similarly, the management of recreational fishing in the Park
is permeated by the tensions and opposition of contested ideas and perspectives
from non-Aboriginal fishers and Aboriginal traditional owners. The local know-
ledge and rights of ‘Territorians’ [non-Aboriginal Northern Territory residents]
are continually pitted against the local knowledge and rights of Aboriginal tra-
ditional owners. Under these circumstances, debates between non-Aboriginal
fishers and Aboriginal traditional owners are overwhelmingly dominated by the
unequal power relationships created through an alliance between science and the
State. The complex and multi-dimensional nature of Aboriginal traditional own-
ers’ concerns for 
 
country
 
 renders these concerns invisible or incomprehensible
to government, science and non-Aboriginal fishers who are each guided by very
different epistemic commitments. It is a state of affairs that leaves the situated
knowledge of Aboriginal traditional owners
 
 
 
with a limited authority in the non-
Aboriginal domain and detracts from their ability to manage and care for their
homelands. 
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Introduction
 
Fishing is an activity enjoyed in Kakadu
National Park by Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
residents and Park visitors alike. Of this latter
group, it is a particularly popular activity with
Northern Territory Park users from Darwin
and Katherine where fishing is asserted to be
integral to the ‘Territory Lifestyle’. In 1999, in
an advertisement in the 
 
Sunday Territorian
 
, the
Northern Territory Government identified six
key areas ‘that will underpin its policies, plans
and actions into the 21st Century’ (31 October
1999, 42). The first key area to be listed was
to ‘Preserve and Build on the Lifestyle of all
Territorians’ and featured a colour photograph of
two such ‘Territorians’ proudly holding up their
barramundi catches in a remote river location. A
major goal identified in this key policy area was
to ensure ‘our natural environment is largely
undisturbed and readily accessible to the public’
(Northern Territory Government, 1999, 42). No
reference was made to the fact that more than
50% of ‘our natural environment’ and over 80%
of the Northern Territory coastline is held under
inalienable Aboriginal freehold title under the
terms of the 
 
Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern
Territory) Act 1976 
 
(Cth) (‘ALRA’). In 1998, the
Northern Territory Government placed a similar
advertisement in the 
 
Sunday Territorian
 
 (North-
ern Territory Government, 1998, 12) promoting
the need for Northern Territory Statehood to
protect the ‘Territory Lifestyle’. This advertise-
ment was critical of Parks Australia, a Canberra
bureaucracy, which controls fisheries manage-
ment in Kakadu National Park (Figure 1).
Recreational fishing in the Northern Territory
is a politically emotive issue and, prior to the
Country Liberal Party losing office in 2001,
it was an integral part of the Government’s strat-
egy to expand its control and management of the
Territory’s land and natural resource base.
In this paper, the differing frameworks of
knowledge, language and power that constitute
particular fishing practices are examined from
the perspectives of non-Aboriginal fishers and
local Aboriginal traditional owners or 
 
Bininj 
 
(a
Gundjeihmi and Kunwinjku word which can
mean man, male, person or Aboriginal people
depending on context) in Kakadu National Park.
It is shown that, while the agenda of the ‘Territ-
ory Lifestyle’ is supported by the discourse of
science and ‘best practice’ fisheries manage-
ment, fishing is also an activity integral to the
 
Bininj
 
 lifestyle in Kakadu National Park. In this
way fishing in Kakadu is an issue about which
the local knowledge and rights of ‘Territorians’
are continually pitted against the local know-
ledge and rights of 
 
Bininj
 
. Considerable contro-
versy was created over this issue when the 1996
 
Kakadu National Park Draft Plan of Manage-
ment
 
 (KNPBoM and ANCA, 1996) proposed
additional restrictions on access for recreational
fishing in the Park. In the debate that ensued,
the issue became one of contested knowledges
between non-Aboriginal fishers and conserva-
tion science on the one hand, and, on the other,
 
Bininj
 
 knowledge and management of the re-
source base. It was a debate that revolved around
who has the right to make decisions on resource
and land use. In 1997, the conflict between
these two ‘local’ knowledges and agendas was
the source of a heated public campaign waged
by the recreational fishing lobby in the Northern
Territory. These fishers argued that proposed
changes by the Kakadu Board of Management
to fishing access in Kakadu National Park
were unacceptable without scientific proof,
such as a proven decrease in barramundi stocks,
to validate the decisions being made. These
objections received considerable support from
both Northern Territory and Federal politicians. 
From the perspective of 
 
Bininj
 
, these deci-
sions about fishing management in the Park
encompassed broader issues than a concern
over the health of barramundi stocks. However,
the power of the State in the support of the dis-
course of conservation science acted to obscure
the complexities of a situation characterised by
differences in cultural values and constructions
of knowledge. This unequal power relationship
created though an alliance between science and
the State leaves the situated knowledge of 
 
Bininj
 
with a limited field of authority in the non-
Aboriginal domain. Moreover, the complex and
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Figure 1 ‘Statehood Protects My Lifestyle’ (Source: Northern Territory Government advertisement in the Sunday Territorian,
6 September 1998, 12. Courtesy of the Northern Territory News).
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multi-dimensional nature of 
 
Bininj
 
 concerns for
 
country
 
, a
 
 
 
term which refers to the collective
identity shared by a group of people, their land
(and sea) estate and all the natural and super-
natural phenomena contained within that estate,
renders these concerns invisible or incompre-
hensible to government, science and fishers who
are guided by a very different set of epistemic
commitments. The responses from the fishing
public to proposals to curtail their activities in
Kakadu National Park and the subsequent revi-
sion of these proposals by local Aboriginal tradi-
tional owners frame the analysis of this paper.
It is an analysis that demonstrates, from a par-
ticular vantage point, the discursive, institu-
tional and practical impediments and pressures
experienced by Aboriginal traditional owners
in their attempts to manage Kakadu National
Park according to practices and priorities relev-
ant to the 
 
Bininj
 
 jurisdiction. The paper is not
an attempt to survey or ascertain the success or
otherwise of particular fisheries management
regimes. While the issue of sustainable manage-
ment is important to both non-Aboriginal fishers
and 
 
Bininj
 
, the aim of this paper is to draw
attention to the politics and power relations that
ensure the ontological and epistemological dom-
inance of a non-Aboriginal regime of fisheries
resource management in Kakadu National Park.
The paper moves beyond an understanding of
natural resource management as a set of prac-
tices based around a concept of ‘nature’ as 
 
a
priori
 
, to an elucidation of the ‘epistemological
questions of authority, speaking positions, and
the negotiation of reality and power’ (Christie
and Perrett, 1996, 57) that permeate the dis-
parate yet entwined systems of 
 
Bininj
 
 and non-
Aboriginal land and resource management in
Kakadu National Park. The paper is based on
fieldwork and interviews which the author car-
ried out in Kakadu National Park between 1997
and 1999 (Palmer, 2001).
 
Kakadu National Park
 
The famed ‘wilderness’ area, Kakadu National
Park in the Northern Territory, was invented in
1978. It was created by the Commonwealth
Government after the Ranger Uranium Environ-
mental Inquiry recommended that a jointly
managed national park be established as a land
use strategy which could balance the competing
interests of Aboriginal land rights, uranium min-
ing and an influx of non-Aboriginal people into
the region. Stage One of Kakadu National Park
was the first successful land claim to be granted
under the ALRA. The claim was granted on the
condition that the land be immediately leased
back to the Commonwealth as a national park.
While only 50% of the Park area is currently
Aboriginal land under the ALRA, the terms of
the Park lease agreement stipulate that the whole
park must be managed as Aboriginal land, and
current land claims are attempting to establish a
legal basis for this recognition. The Park is man-
aged under a joint arrangement between the
Kakadu Board of Management, with a majority
of the Board members being Traditional Abori-
ginal Owners, and Parks Australia, a section of
Environment Australia (now the Department of
Environment and Heritage), the Commonwealth
department responsible for the environment
portfolio. The lease agreement that establishes
the Park provides for an Aboriginal majority on
the Kakadu Board of Management, Aboriginal
involvement in and employment in the Park
service itself, and establishes the access rights
and responsibilities of visitors to the Park. Stat-
utory authority is vested in the office of the
Director of National Parks and Wildlife.
A fluctuating population of approximately
500 Aboriginal people lives within the Park and
the Aboriginal traditional owners, of whom
there are approximately 120 in Kakadu, are
recognised under Australian statute (the ALRA)
as owning approximately half the area of the
National Park. Kakadu National Park is com-
prised of approximately twenty clan estates and
forms a meeting point for Aboriginal people
from three cultural blocs to the east, west and
south. These blocs have different land tenure
systems and languages and are influenced by
their own particular social histories (Keen,
1975; Chaloupka, 1975; Keen, 1980; Levitus,
1982; Merlan and Rumsey, 1982). 
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The 1998 
 
Kakadu National Park Plan of
Managemen
 
t states that Kakadu is ‘an Abori-
ginal place’. This reference indicates recognition
of the Kakadu area as a living Aboriginal land-
scape. As opposed to an interpretation of this
place as a natural landscape or a wilderness, it
is represented in the Park’s official documenta-
tion as a place that has been, and continues to
be, lived in, interacted with and managed by its
Aboriginal traditional owners.
In reality, Kakadu National Park is con-
structed by ideas of place and identity circula-
ting within and between at least two domains
(Palmer, 2001). In the Aboriginal domain, the
area is a series of contiguous customary estates.
The interrelationships between them form a
complex pattern of relatedness and differentia-
tion that constitute local Aboriginal identificat-
ion with place. For the Aboriginal traditional
owners, Aboriginal customary law is the founda-
tion on which their relationships to their 
 
country
 
and to each other rely. It is a system of law that
both emplaces people and establishes a basis for
broader social relationships in the region. Ac-
cording to local customary law, it was Ancestor
beings who made known to these people their
social and physical universe, and who gave each
clan [local descent group] place-specific language
to relate to their 
 
country
 
. People belong to
their 
 
country
 
 and it is their responsibility to
maintain it according to local customs and tradi-
tions for future generations (Chaloupka 
 
et al.
 
,
1985; Chaloupka, 1993).
Kakadu National Park is also a famous tourist
destination in Australia and receives in excess of
230 000 domestic and international visitors per
year. In the non-Aboriginal domain of tourism,
Kakadu exists as a discrete tract of land which
people want to experience for its World Heritage
listed natural and cultural values, and as a rep-
resentative part of Australia’s heritage. Over the
past two decades it has become one of Aus-
tralia’s most famous national parks, a premier
nature lovers’ destination. In 1986, the 
 
Kakadu
National Park Plan of Management
 
 stated that
37% of all private visitors brought fishing gear
with them to the park, while 12% brought a boat
(ANPWS, 1986, 124). However, by the early
1990s, the relative importance of recreational
fishing compared with visitor interest in other
activities appeared to be declining (ANPWS and
Kakadu National Park Board of Management,
1991, 30). Despite the fact that most visitors to
the Park are now attracted by non-fishing activ-
ities, local and interstate fishers continue to view
Kakadu National Park as an important area for
recreational fishing. The region contains four
major rivers, the South, East and West Alligator
and the Wildman River. Fishing effort is concen-
trated on the South and East Alligator systems
(Duff, 1989). The majority of non-Aboriginal
fishers target barramundi as their preferred
species.
 
Fishing controversy and the 1996 
 
Kakadu 
National Park Draft Plan of Management
 
Since 1991 the areas upstream of the Kakadu
Highway, along with the West Alligator River,
have been closed to recreational fishing (Fig-
ure 2). The 1996 
 
Kakadu National Park Draft
Plan of Management
 
 proposed further controls
and restrictions in relation to fishing and boating
in Kakadu National Park. These included the
need to obtain permits for boating in the lower
reaches of the East and South Alligator River, a
ban on fishing in the area of the East Alligator
upstream from Cahill’s Crossing, a ban on
fishing competitions, and a reduction of the bag
limit for barramundi from five to two fish per
person. 
The reasons given in the Draft Plan for these
proposed changes and restrictions on boating
access to other areas included: general safety
and monitoring in remote areas; protecting cul-
tural sites; reservation for local Aboriginal use;
protecting bird rookeries and channels where
fish migrate, and restricting access to areas
where there are weeds or a high risk of being
attacked by crocodiles (KNPBoM and ANCA,
1996, 107). In the specific instance of the clo-
sure of recreational fishing access upstream of
the upstream boat ramp near Cahill’s Crossing,
the reasons given were to limit fishing activity
in this part of the River, to reduce the impact on
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Figure 2 Areas closed to recreational fishing (Source: KNPBoM and Parks Australia 1998, 82).
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other Park visitors, and to limit unauthorised
access on to Aboriginal land adjacent to the Park
(KNPBoM and ANCA, 1996, 65). The reason
given for banning competitions was that the
Kakadu Board of Management ‘believes that
fishing competitions that encourage large num-
bers of anglers fishing at any one time are
inappropriate in the national park’ (KNPBoM
and ANCA, 1996, 66).
In the same section of the Draft Plan, under the
heading, ‘Managing Habitats’, it was stated that:
A cultural landscape approach based on
Bining [sic] knowledge of managing habitats
will be adopted for management programs . . .
Bining will be encouraged and supported to
use traditional knowledge and skills relating
to managing animals and their habitats.
(KNPBoM and ANCA, 1996, 65)
In 1996, for one traditional owner in particu-
lar, there was a great deal of concern over the
increasing number of fishers accessing the East
and South Alligator Rivers. Already at certain
periods fisher numbers were at the top of the
range of what he considered to be acceptable
usage of the area. It was, in his opinion, now
time to put fishers on notice of restrictions
before the numbers increased even further (Peter
Wellings, former Secretary Kakadu Board of
Management, personal communication, 1998).
The other Aboriginal members on the Kakadu
Board of Management supported the assertive
stance of the traditional owner from whom these
proposals came. The Board felt that traditional
owners have a right to make their own decisions
about their areas of jurisdiction. However, while
other Aboriginal Board members supported the
decision of that traditional owner, some were
concerned that the process of change was being
pushed too fast. From of a total of 97 public
submissions to the 1996 
 
Kakadu National Park
Draft Plan of Management
 
, 31 representations
primarily expressed their discontent over fishing
and boating issues. These proposals also gener-
ated significant newspaper, radio, and television
coverage, particularly in the Northern Territory
and in national fishing magazines.
The subsequent controversy over the pro-
posals for fishing management in the Draft Plan
highlighted to traditional owners the continued
belief in the non-Aboriginal community that
Kakadu is public property, not private Abori-
ginal land as they conceive it. This belief by
some sectors of the public is based on the notion
that, when traditional owners entered an agree-
ment with the Commonwealth Government to
establish the National Park, they relinquished
their decision-making rights over that land. It
also highlighted to the Board the fact that the
government sees public interests as being as
important as those of the traditional owners.
The community support generated through ‘Can-
berra bashing’ among recreational fishing inter-
ests also made it clear that, if the Aboriginal
members of the Kakadu Board of Management
wished to carry through these proposals, there
was an increasing need for them to be seen to
engage publicly in decision-making and to
defend their decisions. For example, the Ama-
teur Fishermen’s Association of the Northern
Territory’s (AFANT) submission to the Draft
Plan blamed the decision on a remote bureauc-
racy that is insensitive to the local Territory
lifestyle:
The Kakadu Draft Plan of Management 1996
is a document that deprives all Territorians
and visitors to the Northern Territory with
(
 
sic
 
) their basic right to enjoy one of Aus-
tralia’s greatest pastimes, Recreational and
Sports Fishing. Every 5 years all recreational
fishermen and Territorians wait for another
set of restrictions placed upon them by a
bureaucracy in Kakadu and Canberra . . . .
AFANT sees this Draft as a negative step in
the reconciliation process between recrea-
tional fishermen and the Aboriginal com-
munities. ANCA must take into account the
Northern Territory lifestyle when managing
the park and obviously this has not happened
in this instance. (1996, 18, i)
Throughout the public debate about the propos-
als in the Draft Plan, it was the non-Aboriginal
Secretary to the Board of Management who
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presented the public face of the Board. The tradi-
tional owners in Kakadu are often reluctant to
stand in the front line of criticism from other
stakeholders and, when they do, they prefer to
operate in a manner that avoids confrontation.
The burden of communicating the practices and
priorities of the local Aboriginal
 
 
 
jurisdiction to
non-Aboriginal parties in Kakadu falls, more
often than not, to those few Aboriginal people
who have the necessary confidence and bi-
cultural skill to operate successfully within the
Park institutional structure. For these people the
ceaseless demands placed upon them to repres-
ent the rest of the Aboriginal community and
interpret their decisions to a hostile public are
both onerous and personally draining. It is to
a large extent for these reasons that the task
is generally avoided. Yet, by choosing not to
defend their decisions personally, traditional
owners can either be targeted as unaccountable
or dismissed as having been manipulated. More-
over, the fishing lobby can then portray the
decisions with which they are unhappy as being
those of people whom they characterise as
manipulative white advisers, such as the Board
Secretary or the National Park Manager. 
 
Concepts of land and sea
 
Among the non-Aboriginal Australian popula-
tion generally, there is a strong belief in the
communal ownership of both fish stocks and
waterways and in the need for government to
regulate this (Keen, 1984–1985; Jackson, 1995).
As one fisher (personal communication, 1998)
from New South Wales commented to me:
It might be my land, but it’s not my river and
my fish. Nobody should be allowed to own
rivers. I think rivers, the ocean and the
beaches should be everybody’s . . . water has
a more recreational thing about it. 
Currently in the Northern Territory, exclusive
rights to fish and to water belong to the ‘com-
munity as a whole’ and to no one person or
group specifically (Pyne, 1996, 80). However, it
is only the relatively recent history of European
State-controlled landscape construction that
has provided the foundations for an ‘elemental
distinction between land and sea’ in Western
culture (Jackson, 1995, 87). In Europe, before
the seventeenth century, locally-based heritable
sea tenures and marine rights were widespread
in communities along the coastal fringe (Sharp,
1996). Likewise, the customary territory of
coastal Aboriginal peoples in Australia is made
up of a combination of land and sea (Jackson,
1995; Cooke and Armstrong, 1998). Palmer,
writing about 
 
Yolngu 
 
ownership and use of the
seas along the coast of northeast Arnhem Land
east of Kakadu, stated that:
The principles of local organisation reflect
the balance between these two environments.
An estate is made up of both land and sea
and myths relate to both . . . any separation of
land and sea arbitrarily divides a territory
into two parts. It is almost inconceivable to a
Yolngu that such an act of division could
be accomplished. Yet, according to European
Australian law enacted in the Northern Ter-
ritory, this is exactly what has happened.
(1984–1985, 354–355)
As is the case for their land, the sea for coastal
Aboriginal people is something that must be
respected and cared for — it is unequivocally
part of their 
 
country
 
. ‘Disturbance of sacred fea-
tures in the sea, such as reefs and tides, can lead
to illness, death, storms, and a change in the avail-
ability of marine species’ (Jackson, 1995, 90).
Similarly, in Kakadu National Park, marine
and freshwater areas and the aquatic species
contained within them are treated by Aboriginal
peoples as integral to their customary estates
and identities. Many people in the Kakadu
region refer to themselves as either ‘saltwater’
people or ‘freshwater’ people. One senior
traditional owner, the late Bill Neidjie (personal
communication, 1998), discussing his concerns
about recreational fishing along the East Alli-
gator River, explained that ‘[a]ll along river all
this Dreamtime, this water running down sea,
Dreamtime story’. Berndt and Berndt (1970,
27–28) wrote that it is the barramundi fish head-
ing to the sea that, in some local clan narratives,
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are responsible for the creation of the East Alli-
gator River and whose actions stipulate taboos
and prohibitions on the use of that river. Tacon
(1989, 313) also examined the various creation
stories that surround the East Alligator River. He
found that the creator beings are referred to in
different versions as the Ancestral Barramundi
fish, the Rainbow Serpent and a mythical
woman parting her legs and releasing a rush of
water.
Spencer (1928) wrote that, for the people of
the ‘Kakadu tribe’, there are extremely elaborate
restrictions with regard to food generally and
that this is related to totemic beliefs which are
bound up with increase ceremonies. Spencer
(1928, 128) linked fish with beliefs about the
spiritual conception of children where, in many
cases, it is a fish imbued with the child’s spirit-
ual essence that will be caught by the father of
the future child, and that fish will be the child’s
totem. While the elaborate food restrictions
referred to by Spencer may no longer be operat-
ive, fish continue to be viewed culturally, as well
as economically, as an important resource by
 
Bininj
 
 in the region. As do the non-Aboriginal
fishers, 
 
Bininj 
 
like going fishing to relax and to
enjoy themselves. However, for 
 
Bininj
 
, fish and
fishing constitute more than a recreational act-
ivity. As well as being food, fish, as discussed
above, are also permeated with totemic essences.
The late Mick Alderson (personal commun-
ication, 1998), a senior traditional owner and the
former Chair of the Kakadu Board of Manage-
ment, explained to me his beliefs and ideas on
what constitutes proper fishing practice:
 
Bininj 
 
catch fish and go home and cook
them. For some people that is their totem
they respect these animals. If you catch them
they need to be eaten, fish, turtle or crocodile.
 
Bininj
 
 know that in October the fish are weak
and bony, they don’t hunt them. 
 
Bininj
 
 fish
for a feed, for 
 
Balanda 
 
[non-Aboriginal
people] it is a sport. They shouldn’t be using
fish as a sport. Trapping and stressing them
out. People here worry in October/November.
Why go out and fish when the fish are sick?
When food gathering there are different times
and ways to do it. We are closing areas for
reasons not to hurt people. We don’t force
fish . . . Fish are half dead anyway when you
catch them. There should be no catch and
release fishing except with undersized fish.
The rangers here are starting to learn from
us; what to do, when to do it, how to do it.
For many 
 
Bininj 
 
in Kakadu National Park fishing
is part of a lifestyle of hunting. They generally
fish from the bank with a handline and the pre-
ferred species for many people is not barramundi,
but catfish, saratoga, black bream or turtle. A senior
traditional owner (personal communication, 1998)
explained that:
We fish to catch food. Also goanna and turtle.
We look at the whole food chain, the whole
experience. Don’t waste any part. Look after
 
country
 
 and it will look after you. Don’t kill
everything. Get enough for the table.
This 
 
Bininj
 
 sense of ethics and protocols in rela-
tion to fisheries management is, of course, based
on idealised principles of appropriate behaviour.
Like any principles they are not immutable and
they change over time and according to different
situations. Moreover, as Johannes wrote about
Indigenous marine conservation systems:
. . . environmentally destructive practices
coexisted, as in most societies, with efforts
to conserve natural resources. But the exist-
ence of the former does not diminish the
significance of the latter. (1978, 355)
Johannes (1978, 356) pointed out that, in Indig-
enous coastal societies in Oceania, customary
principles have suffered under the breakdown
of the completeness of these traditional con-
servation systems caused by the introduction of
money economies, the breakdown of traditional
authority, and the imposition of new laws and
practices by colonial powers. Jacob Nayinggul
(personal communication, 1999), a senior tradi-
tional owner for the land including part of the
East Alligator River, explained his views on the
management of recreational fishing in the area:
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You can’t stop it. People don’t like it when
you stop them doing something they have
been doing a long time. Some 
 
Bininj
 
 are the
same. Just last week an old man passed away.
We had his funeral on Sunday. That man
used to walk all this 
 
country 
 
from here to the
Border Store, fishing, hunting, everywhere. I
asked people here not to fish that 
 
country
 
until after the funeral, after smoking, after
dirt has been thrown in the water to cleanse
things, until it is all completed. The old
people used to tell me to wait one full wet
season for the rain to clean the area off, his
footprints, camp ashes. Even to rub red ochre
around all the tree trunks to mark respect
through that area. But people here don’t listen.
They were out fishing, shooting geese before
the funeral even. I go around and growl people
but they don’t seem to care any more. Now
that is a better reason to stop fishing for a
while than a complete stop. 
 
Balanda
 
 too.
We got cultural rules for using that river all
right. Strong ones. But sure we used to have
real strong law on using that river back when
there was no 
 
Balanda
 
. Sure there were a few
buffalo hunters but they were too busy to beat
the Wet [season] to fish. But now full of
 
Balanda 
 
sports fishing for barra over the top
of 
 
Bininj
 
 law.
It a big story this fishing one. People have to
talk about it, traditional owners, Parks, resear-
chers. I don’t think we can stop recreational
fishing it has been going on too long. 
 
Bininj
 
law will be finished. We all need to look at
this, traditional owners and Parks. I mean
the words are there to protect 
 
Bininj
 
 way of
doing things but not the action. Big story.
 
‘Commonsense’ nature and resources
 
It can be seen then that, for 
 
Bininj
 
, fish con-
stitute more than a natural resource in the West-
ern sense of resource management. It follows
that 
 
Bininj
 
 management of fisheries, riverine
environments and coastal areas will incorporate
 
Bininj
 
 perspectives and beliefs in a way not
necessarily commensurate with Western notions
of resource management (Johannes, 1978).
Likewise, Western resource managers operate
and justify their management decisions within
their own ‘commonsense’ notions of resources.
However, while 
 
Bininj
 
 ‘commonsense’ views
reflect socio-physical interrelations and a shared
identity between people, land and resources,
the Western ‘commonsense’ views are based on
a belief in a reified external reality from which
one can measure the degree to which manage-
ment decisions conform with an objective truth.
In 1997, when Robert Hill, then the Federal
Minister for the Environment, spoke to the
Kakadu Board of Management on the issue of
fishing management, he maintained that, in
order to put in place the proposed management
changes, the Board needed rational reasons to
justify the decisions that they made (Peter
Wellings, former Secretary Kakadu Board of
Management, personal communication, 1998).
Hill was echoing the view of a politically power-
ful fishing lobby that relies on its own culturally-
sanctioned institutions of conservation science,
and expects decisions to be based on scientific
proof that fishing is or is not causing detriment
to fish stocks.
In contrast to this scientific rationalist approach
to decision-making and resource management,
 
Bininj
 
 recognise that it is the primary right of
the traditional owners of the fishing areas con-
cerned to make decisions on the management of
their 
 
country
 
. One senior traditional owner, the
late Mick Alderson (personal communication,
1998), commenting on the fishing lobby’s out-
cry over proposed fishing management, stated
that ‘They think this Park is for everybody. This
is Aboriginal land. They should respect the
wishes of the owners. They don’t have to give a
reason.’
However, intensive lobbying of Common-
wealth Ministers by Territory recreational
fishing interests, as well as public meetings to
protest proposed changes to fishing restrictions
within the Park, resulted in the revision of the
Board’s original draft proposals (in effect the
maintenance of the status quo). The Board re-
vised the Draft Plan, and the 
 
Kakadu National
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Park Plan of Management
 
 (KNPBoM and Parks
Australia, 1998, 83) refers instead to plans to
undertake further research to monitor and gather
information on recreational fishing in the Park.
This will include monitoring fishing impacts
through fisheries surveys and consultation with
interest groups.
This outcome essentially conforms to a
Western scientific epistemology that naturalises
‘nature’ and imagines it to be an empty space
free of social relations. Canadian geographer
Bruce Willems-Braun, writing on the politics of
nature in (post)colonial British Columbia, exam-
ined the Western commonsense categories of
‘nature’ and ‘resources’ whereby nature is made
to appear as an empty space to be accounted for,
and where the authority of Western science be-
comes the basis for moral and political ration-
alities of resource use and conservation. In this
schema, Indigenous peoples’ concepts of nature,
which do not recognise a nature/culture binary,
which incorporate an integrated social system
and which are linked with local cultural and
political contexts, are displaced in favour of the
authority of the ‘nation’ or the ‘public’ to speak
for and to manage an unmediated nature.
Willems-Braun wrote that:
. . . this abstraction displaces discussions of
authority from questions of territory, tenure,
and rights of access (and their constitutive
colonial histories) . . . . By staging the nation-
state as accomplished rather than continually
articulated [management regimes] are rendered
transparent and thus ‘commonsense’. (1997,
11)
Willems-Braun examined the epistemological
basis of both Western extractive resource use
and environmentalism and found that these
apparently oppositional concepts are in fact
complementary:
Nature is never a ‘pure’ category. It is always
invested with, and embedded in social histor-
ies. From an anti-colonial perspective, extract-
ive capital and environmentalism are in many
ways mirror images, sharing common elements
of a culture of nature. Taken together these
rhetorics constitute a ‘natural’ field and divide
it between opposing non-native interests. (1997,
25)
The product of colonial histories is a ‘natural’
space that authorises ‘certain voices — resource
managers, bureaucrats, nature’s defenders — to
speak for nature’ (Willems-Braun, 1997, 11; see
also Sullivan, 2000). Thus the authority of the
Western culture of science allows a ‘common-
sense’ view of what constitutes resource man-
agement to prevail. 
 
Fishing lore
 
A large number of non-Aboriginal fishers in
Kakadu can be characterised as sports fishers.
According to one Northern Territory fisher
(personal communication, 1998), while fishers
in the Northern Territory target barramundi, they
rarely eat it. He explained ‘I don’t like barra-
mundi, it is an over-rated fish, unless I take it
from the salt water . . . the emphasis on fishing
is on the skill and experience necessary to be an
effective fisher’. Moreover, he stated that the
catch and release ethic is so strong amongst
Northern Territory fishers that, ‘If I want to
take a fish for the table I’d have to fight with
my kids. And my kids aren’t much different to
others. They all have the same attitude.’ He
believes that this is something fishers:
. . . have to try to get traditional owners to
understand — we put it back [Similarly, the
slogan on AFANT rugby tops reads ‘put a
barra back’]. It is a hard thing for us to get
across to them. We don’t keep them. In their
culture fish are caught and they’re dead.
Another fisher (personal communication, 1998)
in Kakadu told me with pride that he had caught
and released 700 barramundi in his six-week
stay at Yellow Water billabong in the central
region of Kakadu National Park.
In 1985, Dick Eusson prepared a submission
on behalf of AFANT on why people should be
allowed to fish in the Kakadu National Park.
The submission was prepared at the request of
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the then Director of the Australian National
Parks and Wildlife Service, Professor Ovington.
He asked recreational fishers to justify why they
should be allowed to fish in Kakadu National
Park. Eusson’s (1985, 2) submission argued that
‘man’s primitive instincts are to hunt and fish’
and, while the need to hunt for food and cloth-
ing is no longer the motivation in many coun-
tries, this has been replaced by a keen sense of
sportsmanship which, in many cases, has been
instrumental in game conservation.
Similarly, Campbell (1989) examined the
sub-culture of sports fishing in his paper ‘Fish-
ing Lore’. In his Californian study, he found that
white fishers use fishing lures to emulate natural
baits (in physical appearance or in movements),
where the intent is to recreate nature through
a process of ‘lure surgery’ (1989, 83). Tech-
nologies such as sonar fish finders are used to
allow fishers greater access to the realm of
nature. Campbell argued that ‘the sportsman is
characterised by his privileging of nature and
his attempt to engage it at what he perceives to
be its level. Fishing, for the sportsman, is con-
cerned with his ability to model nature’ (1989,
86). Campbell, examining the fishing practices
of a variety of socio-economic groups, noted
that ‘fishing practices are uniquely suited to reveal
contradictions in the natural /cultural oppositions
and hierarchy’ (1989, 77). Analysing the tend-
ency for Western culture to privilege the natural
over economic and social forms, he wrote:
The concept of the ‘sportsman’ encourages
the fishermen to adopt increasingly ‘natural’
methods in blurring the man/fish polarity . . . .
By assuming natural ‘methods’, the sportsman
believes himself to be reaffirming nature by
imitation, when in fact he merely tends to
control it. The sportsman does not catch
fish to
 
 keep
 
 them. Proponents of the ‘catch
and release’ method attest to the importance
of catching fish, that is, of rendering them
powerless, by distinguishing between catch-
ing and killing fish. (1989, 86).
Campbell argued that the manipulation of nature
is the fundamental principle of sports fishing
(1989, 87). Moreover, he suggested that, in the
social discourse of sports fishing, where white
Californian fishers often travel huge distances at
great cost to fish, the capitalist values of individ-
uals who, in reality, have quite high status in the
socio-economic hierarchy, are inverted. Camp-
bell suggested that the mask of the sportsperson
allows the white fishers to readily accept a
non-linear relationship between their labour and
production and in doing so they take on the
character of fake-primitives in their performance
(1989, 88).
While sports fishing methods of catch and
release fishing are argued by proponents to be
best environmental practice, the fishing methods
practised by Aboriginal people within Kakadu,
who are fishing for food, are often asserted by
non-Aboriginal fishers to be illegitimate. For
fishers, the mask of the ‘natural’ and the power
of western conservationism have effectively
removed their recognition of their own cultural
practices. Since recreational fishers do not catch
fish to keep them, they retain the power and
moral authority attributed to pure unmediated
nature. In 1994, a prominent Northern Territory
fishing writer, Alex Julius, expressed amaze-
ment in his weekly fishing column at his obser-
vation of an Aboriginal fishing practice:
There’s good news and bad news about the
culvert next to the South Alligator River. It
seems hundreds of barra about 15 cm long
were congregating on both sides of the cul-
vert — a very positive sign for the future. But
then a car load of local Aborigines came in
and wiped the lot out with cast nets. It seems
they’re allowed to do this in Kakadu or any-
where else in the Territory. I could under-
stand if they were using traditional methods
such as spearing fish, but clearing out sig-
nificant numbers of this year’s barramundi
crop with Taiwanese made cast nets is not on.
At how many other places in Kakadu is this
practice taking place undetected? (Julius,
1994, 19)
This non-Aboriginal fisher’s criticism of this
incident assumes the superiority of the sports
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fishers own ‘natural’ fishing methods to the
extent that he feels justified in criticising the
‘unnatural’ practices of others. Referring to this
incident, one fisher (personal communication,
1998) stated his belief that in Kakadu ‘there’s a
lot of cake and eating going on . . . . They want
to protect wildlife and then the Aborigines are
allowed to shoot anything that moves from the
back of Toyotas, like geese any time of the
year’. From this perspective ‘genuine’ Abori-
gines are somehow located back in nature, ‘as
undeveloped primitive precursors to modern cul-
ture’ (Willems-Braun, 1997, 24) who do not use
technology such as nylon fishing twine, cast
nets, guns and motor vehicles to hunt their food
resources. Moreover, the fact that local Aborig-
ines in Kakadu do use this technology is seen as
obviating their rights to be ‘traditional’ users of
their estates, and their ability to maintain the
resources of those estates. In these instances, the
social context in which 
 
Bininj
 
 use and manage
their resource base is ignored or dismissed,
while the social context of sports fishers is
implicitly elevated as the universal benchmark
to guide the relations between humans and what
is imagined to be an unmediated ‘natural envir-
onment’, and recreational fishers continually
assert their authority as responsible maintainers
of natural resources.
 
Negotiating land and resource use
 
In their negotiations with non-Aboriginal Park
users, the power of these ‘naturalised’ lay and
scientific natural resource management episte-
mologies and ideologies is so dominant that
Aboriginal traditional owners working within
the Park institutions will often choose to con-
struct their management arguments and pro-
vide ‘reasonable’ justification for their decisions
within this dominant framework. Arguments are
adopted that fit in with the rationale of fishers
and conservation management professionals,
leaving other considerations that matter in the
Aboriginal domain unexplained. For example,
the argument set out by the Kakadu Board of
Management in the 
 
1996 Draft Plan of Manage-
ment
 
 that fishing competitions are not appropri-
ate in a national park appeals to particular
conservationist rationales. However, arguments
such as this when used by traditional owners to
justify their own decisions are easily exploited
by disgruntled stakeholders, especially those as
politically powerful as the fishing lobby. They
focus on the contradictions in the argument of
this ‘nature-based rationale’ by pointing out
that Park management allows the domestic
cattle owned by local Aboriginal people and
wild horses to roam in ‘wilderness’ areas of the
Park. AFANT, in their submission to the Draft
Plan, responded in outrage to suggestions that
commercial exploitation of feral animals in a
national park by Aboriginal people should be
tolerated while what they see as their legitimate
right to free and open access to recreational
fishing in Kakadu is being denied. Out of a total
of 97 submissions to the 
 
1996 Kakadu National
Park Draft Plan of Management
 
, ten addressed
the combination of fishing, boating and the
potential commercial use of native or introduced
wildlife by Aboriginal people.
Alternatively, in their negotiations with non-
Aboriginal people who imagine the common
reference point to be an objective scientific
truth, 
 
Bininj
 
 may choose to remain silent, not in
agreement, but in the absence of a space and
discursive position from which to speak effect-
ively and to respond (cf. Christie and Perrett,
1996). In 
 
Bininj
 
 negotiations, attention is typic-
ally paid to the landowners’ primary rights to
speak for 
 
country
 
 and resources, while at the
same time respectfully recognising the perspect-
ive of others. This ‘requires tact, patience and
time’ (Christie, 1992, 25). In this way, the nego-
tiation practices between land-owning groups
involve attention both to the legitimacy of indi-
viduals representing groups of others, and ‘an
acceptance of the rights of participants to speak
for their own territories — and for the people,
resources, cultures and histories of those territ-
ories’ (Christie and Perrett, 1996, 59). It is a style
of negotiation in which ideological and other
differences are seen as constituting partialities
of ex-centric perspectives, not competition for
an objective truth (Christie, 1992). This process
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of knowledge production is generated self-
consciously out of, and through attention to,
social relationships, rather than from a belief in
the existence of an objective reality waiting to
be ‘discovered’.
The recreational fishing lobby in general
denies recognition to Aboriginal land owners of
their primary rights to speak for country and
resources in Kakadu. The ‘bottom line’ for the
fishers’ argument is that Kakadu’s waterways
and fisheries belong to ‘the community as a
whole’. However, the rational ‘commonsense’
approach and the ‘bottom line’ of the non-
Aboriginal fishers and the Western resource
managers who are entrusted to manage resources
fail to acknowledge the constructedness of their
own ‘socially constituted knowledges’ (Castree,
2001, 10), and this hinders any negotiation that
challenges Western epistemic commitments
(Verran, 1998). In the Western liberal public
sphere, the model of stakeholder negotiations
most often employed in national park and
natural resource management aims to balance
competing interests through a rationalist appeal
to a ‘common good’ and to disengaged reason,
an appeal that lacks both the recognition of
ontological difference and the unequal power
of symbolic privilege (Young, 1995, 141). In
Kakadu, third-party interest groups, such as the
tourism and fishing industries, which are outside
the Park’s formal joint management arrange-
ments, assert their own ideologies and environ-
mental management visions for the Park and
complicate the joint management situation by
demanding even further compromises by the
Aboriginal traditional owners. 
 
Negotiating difference and commonality
 
The process of negotiation of different interests
does not have to be bounded by confrontation
and appeals to disengaged reason. Young (1995,
149) has suggested that, in cross-cultural situa-
tions, the narratives of situated knowledge
which include the expression and extension of
shared understandings, where they exist, and
the offering and acknowledgment of unshared
meanings, are a useful tool of negotiation. She
wrote that, within the pluralist politics of diver-
gent cultural assumptions:
. . . narrative can serve to explain to outsiders
what practices, places or symbols mean to
the people who hold them. Values, unlike
norms, often cannot be justified through argu-
ment. But neither are they arbitrary. Their
basis often emerges from the situated history
of a people. Through narrative the outsiders
may come to understand why the insiders
value what they value and why they have the
priorities they have [as well] listeners can
learn about how their own position, actions
and values appear to others from the stories
they tell. (1995, 148)
Fishers’ narratives that engage with people and
place respectfully are also more likely to be
effective in negotiations with traditional owners.
In contrast to the sometimes aggressive style
of the AFANT representative, the presentation
to the Board of Management by a local Jabiru
resident (the mining town located on a separate
lease within the Park), focussed on the relation-
ships between Jabiru residents who like to fish
and the traditional owners, and how these would
be affected by the proposed fishing restrictions.
He explained that the fishing issue was a very
emotional issue among Jabiru residents and that
it had created much animosity. He said people
go fishing to enjoy the park not just to catch
fish, and explained that Jabiru residents like
to go fishing and to enjoy the safety of the
upstream area of the East Alligator, because it is
a place where they can go with their families.
The arguments for the quiet enjoyment of the
river and for fishing as family recreation were
compelling to many of the Aboriginal Board
members (Peter Wellings, former Secretary
Kakadu Board of Management, personal com-
munication). The traditional owners are proud of
the fact that many tourists who come to Kakadu
are thrilled to have a chance to catch a barra-
mundi and they enjoy sharing their 
 
country
 
with those who may not otherwise have these
opportunities in their everyday lives. For ex-
ample one 
 
Bininj male (personal communication,
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1998) commented about recreational fishers in
the Park:
They good people too. Family mob come and
talk to you, want to ask you about country.
Some good people too. Have a beer in the
pub with them. Tell them about fishing and
they listen to you. We tell them there are
spots they can’t go — sacred site or just for
Bininj. They find it hard to understand.
Their assertion of primary responsibility for
country and land ownership does not mean that
the traditional owners are not prepared to nego-
tiate and accommodate other interests. Bininj
are generally amenable to sharing their country
with others, as long as the traditional owners’
rights are respected.
Conclusion
While there are significant differences as well as
similarities in the various conceptualisations of
fishing as a part of local lifestyles, it is in the
discourse of resource use and management that
Bininj and non-Aboriginal knowledges appear
the least compatible. While Western science
conceives of fish as a resource to be managed
sustainably, Bininj view fish and their harvest
not only as a significant source of food, but also
as part of a wider system of interconnected
socio-physical relationships and identity. Salt
and freshwater resources in Kakadu National
Park are part of Bininj social identity, and Park
management will increasingly have to acknow-
ledge that the issues that pervade the Kakadu
domain in relation to land are the same for
aquatic areas.
The management of recreational fishing is an
issue that raises crucial questions about com-
munication and negotiation across an ontological
divide of land considered as country through
an inter-subjective social reality, and land and
resources cared for as ‘other’ in the objective
reality of scientific natural resource manage-
ment. Finding ways of answering these ques-
tions will involve a preparedness on the part
of non-Aborigines to listen to, reflect on and
respect the culturally specific rights of Aboriginal
traditional owners whose jurisdiction encom-
passes the use and management of the resources
contained within their estates (cf. Ayre, 2002).
Unless these competing management and nego-
tiation styles are acknowledged and addressed
by non-Aboriginal Park managers and other
Park users it is an ontological divide which will
continue to impede the process of negotiating
co-operative Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal
management and land use in Kakadu National
Park. Under Australian law, and in the manage-
ment rhetoric of the Park’s Plan of Management
(KNPBoM and Parks Australia, 1998), Aborigi-
nal people are recognised as the rightful owners
and managers of Kakadu National Park. How-
ever, as the controversy over the management
of recreational fishing discussed above demon-
strates, a gap remains between the formal
recognition of Bininj property rights (which by
implication entails de facto recognition of an
Aboriginal jurisdiction (see Langton, 2002;
Nettheim et al., 2002)) and the existence of a
broadly-based political will on the part of non-
Aboriginal people and their institutional
structures to support and engage with the decision-
making processes and priorities that constitute
the Bininj jurisdiction in Kakadu National Park.
Clearly, in the case of Kakadu National Park,
the successful application of the joint manage-
ment rhetoric lies in non-Aborigines stepping
back and creating the space for Aboriginal land
owners to make decisions about the manage-
ment of country according to their own systems
of governance and priorities for natural resource
management, while, at the same time seeking,
when they decide it is required, technical advice
and input from those others who have a stake or
a role to play in particular aspects of natural
resource management in the Park. 
Postscript
The paper is based on fieldwork and interviews
which the author carried out in Kakadu National
Park between 1997 and 1999. Since this time a
series of constructive meetings and discussions
aimed a gaining a better understanding of each
other’s perspectives have taken and continue to
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take place between representatives from the
Kakadu Board of Management, Parks Australia
and recreational fishing groups. 
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